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Sun and Fresh Air, Water and Excellent Weather For That We are so loved by summer. And at this
time of the year we try to spend the maximum time outside the house with children.

In the summer, rolling games, sports activities (often in the group) and different other types of active
pastime are enjoyed in the summer of children and adults, and some of whom we remember from
childhood, and invent some kind of go on the go, with the help of children.

Note that the game in the fresh air is not necessarily sports activities. Open the creative open-air
workshop can be drawing with fine and water, sculpt from sand and clay, appliques to create leaves,
sticks and colors.

If you have already written about it in your blog, share today with us with these funny summer ideas.
Do not forget to indicate how old games are intended for how many participants are designed which
items or natural materials are required for classes.

But the rules of the game Lestenka-Wonderland on the blogs Mom:

1. We ask a question or topic for discussion related to blogs or parents. Today we are discussing the
topic of the game in the fresh air in the summer.

2. You are briefly replied using the comment form and leave a link to one of your posts or to record
in a friendly blog.

3. Then go on the link left by the previous commentator.

4. Comment on the post that the previous participant told, and do not forget to write:

Monday - day cheerful on blogs Mom!

Or just mention that you came from the community "Mom blogs" - how it will seem most appropriate
to you.

5. Accordingly, the one who will comment immediately after you, clicks on your link and comments
on your entry or post of your friend.

Merry summer games and sunshine!

And if you suddenly want more ideas, we will advise you to get acquainted with two reviews: in the
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section Develop-ka! Review of the game for children in nature and a big review from BM Children's
summer games.

Also read a large selection of entertainment for children in summer 100 funny ideas.
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